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IP3
Machine Learning under Resource Constraints

Big data are produced by various sources. Most often, they are distributedly stored at computing farms or clouds. Analytics on the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) then follows the MapReduce programming model. According to the Lambda architecture of Nathan Marz and James Warren, this is the batch layer. It is complemented by the speed layer, which aggregates and integrates incoming data streams in real time. When considering big data and small devices, obviously, we imagine the small devices being hosts of the speed layer, only. Analytics on the small devices is restricted by memory and computation resources. The interplay of streaming and batch analytics offers a multitude of configurations. In this talk, we discuss opportunities for using sophisticated models for learning spatio-temporal models. In particular, we investigate graphical models, which generate the probabilities for connected (sensor) nodes. We even approximate likelihood estimates such that they can be computed on very restricted devices.
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IP4
Repeated Choice, Markov Models, and LAMP

In this talk I'll discuss modeling of user consumption data, using the framework of Discrete Choice. I'll start with some background on choice models, survey the key ideas, then give an example modeling repeated consumption of the same item (for instance a song, restaurant, or web page). I'll then show how choice theory can be integrated with first-order markov models to develop lightweight but powerful LAMP sequence models that efficiently learn how to take history into account. Finally, I'll show some comparisons between these models and standard deep network sequence models.
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CP1
Risk Clearance with Guaranteed Precision

In real life applications, we often face the following risk clearance problem: given a set of instances with a known numeric outcome $Y$ (e.g., a toxicity level), we want to learn a model to identify new instances that have a low risk, i.e., the probability of the $Y$ value exceeding a certain maximum $\text{MAX}$ is less than some threshold $t$. This problem guarantees that the cleared instances have the minimum precision of $1 - t$ for $Y \leq \text{MAX}$. By clearing such low risk instances, we can allocate costly resources to the remaining high risk instances. In this work, we formulate this problem as Risk Clearance with a goal of maximizing the clearance of low risk instances. Existing classification models fail to solve Risk Clearance adequately, so we develop algorithms designed specifically for this problem. We then validate that our approach improves on existing work via experiments on an industrial case study.
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CP2
Pruning Decision Trees Via Max-Heap Projection

The decision tree model has gained great popularity both in academia and industry due to its capability of learning highly non-linear decision boundaries, and at the same time, still preserving interpretability that usually translates into transparency of decision-making. However, it has been a longstanding challenge for learning robust decision tree models since the learning process is usually sensitive to data and many existing tree learning algorithms lead to overfitted tree structures due to the heuristic and greedy nature of these algorithms. Pruning is usually needed as an ad-hoc procedure to prune the tree structure, which is, however, not guided by a rigorous optimization formulation but by some intuitive statistical justification. Motivated by recent developments in sparse learning, in this paper, we propose a novel formulation that recognizes an interesting connection between decision tree post-pruning and sparse learning, where the tree structure can be embedded as constraints in the sparse learning framework via the use of a max-heap constraint. This novel formulation leads to a non-convex optimization problem which can be solved by an iterative shrinkage algorithm in which the proximal operator can be solved by an efficient max-heap projection algorithm. Extensive experimental results demonstrate that our proposed method achieves better predictive performance than many existing benchmark methods across a wide range of real-world datasets.
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Using a Random Forest to Inspire a Neural Network and Improving on It

Neural networks have become very popular in recent years because of the astonishing success of deep learning in various domains such as image and speech recognition. In many of these domains, specific architectures of neural networks, such as convolutional networks, seem to fit the particular structure of the problem domain very well, and can therefore perform in an astonishingly effective way. However, the success of neural networks is not universal across all domains. Indeed, for learning problems without any special structure, or in cases where the data is somewhat limited, neural networks are known not to perform well with respect to traditional machine learning methods such as random forests. In this paper, we show that a carefully designed neural network with random forest structure can have better generalization ability. In fact, this architecture is more powerful than random forests, because the back-propagation algorithm reduces to a more powerful and generalized way of constructing a decision tree. Furthermore, the approach is efficient to train and requires a small constant factor of the number of training examples. This efficiency allows the training of multiple neural networks in order to improve the generalization accuracy. This efficiency allows the training of multiple neural networks in order to improve the generalization accuracy. Experimental results on 10 real-world benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework.

CP1

Active Learning of Classification Models with Likert-Scale Feedback

Annotation of classification data by humans can be a time-consuming and tedious process. Finding ways of reducing the annotation effort is critical for building the classification models in practice and for applying them to a variety of classification tasks. In this paper, we develop a new active learning framework that combines two strategies to reduce the annotation effort. First, it relies on label uncertainty information obtained from the human in terms of the Likert-scale feedback. Second, it uses active learning to annotate examples with the greatest expected change. We propose a Bayesian approach to calculate the expectation and an incremental SVM solver to reduce the time complexity of the solvers. We show the combination of our active learning strategy and the Likert-scale feedback can learn classification models more rapidly and with a smaller number of labeled instances than methods that rely on either Likert-scale labels or active learning alone.

CP1

Margin Distribution Logistic Machine

Linear classifier is an essential part of machine learning, and improving its robustness has attracted much effort. Logistic regression (LR) is one of the most widely used linear classifier for its simplicity and probabilistic output. To reduce the risk of overfitting, LR was enhanced by introducing a generalized logistic loss (GLL) with a $L_2$-norm regularization, aiming to maximize the minimum margin. However, the strategy of maximizing minimal margin is less robust to noisy data. In this paper, we incorporate GLL with margin distribution to exploit the statistical information from the training data, and propose a margin distribution logistic machine (MDLM) for better generalization performance and robustness. Furthermore, we extend MDLM to a multi-class version and learn different classes simultaneously by utilizing more information shared across these classes. Extensive experimental results validate the effectiveness of MDLM on both binary classification and multi-class classification.

CP2

Alpine: Progressive Itemset Mining with Definite Guarantees

With increasing demand for efficient data analysis, execution time of itemset mining becomes critical for many large-scale or time-sensitive applications. We propose a dynamic approach for itemset mining that allows us to achieve flexible trade-offs between efficiency and completeness. ALPINE is to our knowledge the first algorithm to progressively mine itemsets and closed itemsets "support-
wise”. It guarantees that all itemsets with support exceeding the current checkpoint’s support have been found before it proceeds further. Thus, it is very attractive for extremely long mining tasks with very high dimensional data because it can offer intermediate meaningful and complete results. This feature is the most important contribution of ALPINE, which is also fast but not necessarily the fastest algorithm around. Another critical advantage of ALPINE is that it does not require the apriori decided minimum support threshold.
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CP2
Computational Drug Discovery with Dyadic Positive-Unlabeled Learning

Computational Drug Discovery, which uses computational techniques to facilitate and improve the drug discovery process, has aroused considerable interests in recent years. Drug Repositioning (DR) and Drug-Drug Interaction (DDI) prediction are two key problems in drug discovery and many computational techniques have been proposed for them in the last decade. Although these two problems have mostly been researched separately in the past, both DR and DDI can be formulated as the problem of detecting positive interactions between data entities (DR is between drug and disease, and DDI is between pairwise drugs). The challenge in both problems is that we can only observe a very small portion of positive interactions. In this paper, we propose a novel framework called Dyadic Positive-Unlabeled learning (DyPU) to solve the problem of detecting positive interactions. DyPU forces positive data pairs to rank higher than the average score of unlabeled data pairs. Moreover, we also derive the dual formulation of the proposed method with the rectifier scoring function and we show that the associated non-trivial proximal operator admits a closed form solution. Extensive experiments are conducted on real drug data sets and the results show that our method achieves superior performance comparing with the state-of-the-art.
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CP2
Active Learning of Functional Networks from Spike Trains

Learning functional networks from spike trains is a fundamental problem with many critical applications in neuroscience. However, most of existing works focus on inferring the functional network purely from observational data, which could lead to undiscovered or spurious connections. We demonstrate that by adopting experimental data with interventions applied, the accuracy of the inferred network can be significantly improved. Nevertheless, doing interventions in real experiments is often expensive and must be chosen with care. Hence, in this paper, we design an active learning framework to iteratively choose interventions and learn the functional network. In particular, we propose two models, the variance model and the validation model, to effectively select the most informative interventions. The variance model works best to reveal undiscovered connections while the validation model has the advantage of eliminating spurious connections. Experimental results with both synthetic and real datasets show that when these two models are applied, we could achieve substantially better accuracy than using the same amount of observational data or other baseline methods to choose interventions.
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CP2
Polyadic Regression and Its Application to Chemogenomics

We study the problem of Polyadic Prediction, where the input consists of an ordered tuple of objects, and the goal is to predict a measurement associated with them. Many tasks can be naturally framed as Polyadic Prediction problems. In drug discovery, for instance, it is important to estimate the treatment effect of a drug on various tissuespecific diseases, as it is expressed over the available genes. Thus, we essentially predict the expression value measurements for several (drug, tissue) triads. To tackle Polyadic Prediction problems, we propose a general framework, called Polyadic Regression, predicting measurements associated with multiple objects. Our framework is inductive, in the sense of enabling predictions for new objects, unseen during training. Our model is expressive, exploring high-order, polyadic interactions in an efficient manner. An alternating Proximal Gradient Descent procedure is proposed to fit our model. We perform an extensive evaluation using real-world chemogenomics data, where we illustrate the superior performance of Polyadic Regression over the prior art. Our method achieves an increase of 0.06 and 0.1 in Spearman correlation between the predicted and the actual measurement vectors, for predicting missing polyadic data and predicting polyadic data for new drugs, respectively.
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CP2
Multi-Region Neural Representation: A Novel Model for Decoding Visual Stimuli in Human Brains

Multivariate Pattern (MVP) classification holds enormous potential for decoding visual stimuli in the human brain by employing task-based fMRI data sets. This paper proposes a novel model of neural representation, which can automatically detect the active regions for each visual stimulus and then utilize these anatomical regions for visualizing and analyzing the functional activities. Moreover, our method introduces analyzing snapshots of brain image for decreasing sparsity rather than using the whole of fMRI time series.

CP3
VolTime: Unsupervised Anomaly Detection on Users' Online Activity Volume

Is it possible to spot review frauds and spamming on social media and online stores? In this paper we analyze the joint distribution of the inter-arrival times and volume of events such as comments and online reviews and show that it is possible to accurately rank and detect suspicious users such as spammers, bots and fraudsters. We propose VolTime, a generative model that fits well the inter-arrival time distribution (IAT) of real users. Thus, VolTime automatically spots and ranks suspicious users. Experiments on several real datasets, ranging from Reddit comments and phone calls to Flipkart product reviews, show that VolTime is able to accurately fit the activity volume and IAT of real data. Additionally, we show that VolTime ranks suspicious users with a precision higher than 90% for a sensitivity of 70%.
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CP3
Efficiently Discovering Unexpected Pattern-Co-Occurrences

Our world is filled with both beautiful and brainy people, but how often does a Nobel Prize winner also wins a beauty pageant? Let us assume that someone who is both very beautiful and very smart is more rare than what we would expect from the combination of the number of beautiful and brainy people. Of course there will still always be some individuals that defy this stereotype; these beautiful brainy people are exactly the class of anomaly we focus on in this paper. They do not posses intrinsically rare qualities, it is the unexpected combination of factors that makes them stand out. In this paper we define the above described class of anomaly and propose a method to quickly identify them in transaction data. Further, as we take a pattern set based approach, our method readily explains why a transaction is anomalous. The effectiveness of our method is thoroughly verified with a wide range of experiments on
both real world and synthetic data.
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CP3  
Gleaning Wisdom from the Past: Early Detection of Emerging Rumors in Social Media  

The explosive use of social media, in information dissemination and communication, has also made it a popular platform for the spread of rumors. Rumors could be easily propagated and received by a large number of users in social media, resulting in catastrophic effects in the physical world in a very short period. It is a challenging task, if not impossible, to apply classical supervised learning methods to the early detection of rumors, since the labeling process is time-consuming and labor-intensive. Motivated by the fact that abundant label information of historical rumors is publicly available, in this paper, we propose to investigate whether knowledge learned from historical data could potentially help identify newly emerging rumors. In particular, since a disputed factual claim arouses certain reactions such as curiosity, skepticism, and astonishment, we identify and utilize patterns from prior labeled data to help reveal emergent rumors. Experimental results on real-world data sets demonstrate the effectiveness. Further experiments are conducted to show how much earlier it can detect an emerging rumor than traditional approaches.
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CP3  
Detecting Malicious Behavior in Computer Networks Via Cost-Sensitive and Connectivity Constrained Classification  

The detection of malicious behavior, that is, judging if a host/domain is malicious or benign (i.e., negative or positive labels), is complicated by the issues of imbalanced label distributions, as well as the limited amount of ground truth accessible to train supervised models. To tackle these challenges, we propose a novel framework to learn cost-sensitive models on both network hosts and external domains simultaneously, based on a bipartite connectivity graph between them. We also explicitly incorporate behavioral features of the hosts from the network data as well as lexical and reputational features for the external domains into the proposed framework. Specifically, we model the predicted labels, measure the misclassification errors by the Hamming distance between the predicted and true labels, incorporate different costs for false negative or false positive errors, and constrain connected nodes to share the same labels in high probability. The proposed framework is then formulated as an optimization task to minimize the total cost (i.e., the misclassification costs multiplied by the misclassification errors). As the Hamming distance is non-differentiable, we use a continuous loss function to approximate it with performance guarantees. We develop an effective algorithm with good convergence property via Stochastic Gradient Descent technique. Experiments on both synthetic and real network data collected from an enterprise show the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
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CP4
The Power of Certainty: A Dirichlet-Multinomial Model for Belief Propagation

Given a friendship network, how certain are we that Smith is a progressive (vs. conservative)? How can we propagate these certainties through the network? While Belief propagation marked the beginning of principled label-propagation to classify nodes in a graph, its numerous variants proposed in the literature fail to take into account uncertainty during the propagation process. As we show, this limitation leads to counter-intuitive results for even simple graphs. Motivated by these observations, we formalize axioms that any node classification algorithm should obey and propose NetConf which satisfies these axioms and handles arbitrary network effects (homophily / heterophily) at scale. Our contributions are: (1) Axioms: We state axioms that any node classification algorithm should satisfy; (2) Theory: NetConf is grounded in a Bayesian-theoretic framework to model uncertainties, has a closed-form solution and comes with precise convergence guarantees; (3) Practice: Our method is easy to implement and scales linearly with the number of edges in the graph. On experiments using real world data, we always match or outperform BP while taking less processing time.
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CP4
Predict Land Covers with Transition Modeling and Incremental Learning

Successful land cover prediction can provide promising insights in the applications where manual labeling is extremely difficult. However, traditional machine learning models are plagued by temporal variation and noisy features when directly applied to land cover prediction. Moreover, these models cannot take full advantage of the spatio-temporal relationship involved in land cover transitions. In this paper, we propose a novel spatio-temporal framework to discover the transitions among land covers and at the same time conduct classification at each time step. Based on the proposed model, we incrementally update the model parameters in the prediction process, thus to mitigate the impact of the temporal variation. Our experiments in two challenging land cover applications demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method over multiple baselines. In addition, we show the efficacy of spatio-temporal transition modeling and incremental learning through extensive analysis.
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CP4
Generalized Inverse Classification

Inverse classification is the process of perturbing an instance in a meaningful way such that it is more likely to conform to a specific class. Historical methods that address such a problem are often framed to leverage only a single classifier, or specific set of classifiers. These works are often accompanied by naive assumptions. In this work we propose generalized inverse classification (GIC), which avoids restricting the classification model that can be used. We incorporate this formulation into a refined framework in which GIC takes place. Under this framework, GIC operates on features that are immediately actionable. Each change incurs an individual cost, either linear or non-linear. Such changes are subjected to occur within a specified level of cumulative change (budget). Furthermore, our framework incorporates the estimation of features that change as a consequence of direct actions taken (indirectly changeable features). To solve such a problem, we propose three real-valued heuristic-based methods and two sensitivity analysis-based comparison methods, each of which is evaluated on two freely available real-world datasets. Our results demonstrate the validity and benefits of our formulation, framework, and methods.
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CP4
From Theory to Practice: Efficient Active Cost-Sensitive Classification with Expected Error Reduction

In many classification tasks, the data distribution is imbalanced and different misclassifications involve different costs. In addition, the data collected are often lack in labels and it is expensive and tedious to label them manually. Motivated by these two problems, we propose a novel active cost-sensitive classification algorithm based on the Expected Error Reduction (EER) framework, aiming to selectively label examples which can directly optimize the expected misclassification costs. However, the native EER (N-EER) framework is inefficient and impractical due to the considerable requirement for model retraining. In this paper, we propose an efficient EER (E-EER) to overcome the inefficiency of N-EER with the application of cost-sensitive classification which is realized by incorporating the cost information into the expected loss calculation. We first present a formal formulation for EER, then the active cost-sensitive classification algorithm is derived. In order to achieve E-EER, we derive an efficient model update rule for logistic regression (LR) and cost-sensitive support vector machines (C-SVM), respectively, to avoid
model retraining, which are employed as the base learners. Furthermore, we theoretically analyze the error bound of our algorithm to provide a guarantee for its generalization performance. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our method.
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CP5
T-Bne: Tensor-Based Brain Network Embedding

Brain network embedding is the process of converting brain network data to discriminative representations of subjects, so that patients with brain disorders and normal controls can be easily separated. Computer-aided diagnosis based on such representations is potentially transformative for investigating disease mechanisms and for informing therapeutic interventions. However, existing methods either limit themselves to extracting graph-theoretical measures and subgraph patterns, or fail to incorporate brain network properties and domain knowledge in medical science. In this paper, we propose t-BNE, a novel Brain Network Embedding model based on constrained tensor factorization. t-BNE incorporates 1) symmetric property of brain networks, 2) side information guidance to obtain representations consistent with auxiliary measures, 3) orthogonal constraint to make the latent factors distinct with each other, and 4) classifier learning procedure to introduce supervision from labeled data. The Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) framework is utilized to solve the optimization objective. We evaluate t-BNE on three EEG brain network datasets. Experimental results illustrate the superior performance of the proposed model on graph classification tasks with significant improvement 20.51%, 6.38% and 12.85%, respectively. Furthermore, the derived factors are visualized which could be informative for investigating disease mechanisms under different emotion regulation tasks.
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CP5
Clustering with Domain-Specific Usefulness Scores

Clustering is a challenging problem because given the same data set, it can be grouped in multiple different ways. Which of these clustering solutions is interesting depends on its domain application. Thus, incorporating domain expert input often improves clustering performance. However, most existing semi-supervised clustering techniques can only incorporate instance-level constraints (a few labels or must-link/cannot-link constraints), which domain experts may not be comfortable providing in knowledge discovery problems because categories are not known. Fortunately, domain experts often have an idea regarding properties that clustering solutions should have in order to be useful in domain application based on domain relevant scores. In this paper, we provide a framework for jointly optimizing the usefulness and quality of a clustering solution. Experiments on a synthetic data, a benchmark data, and a real-world disease subtyping problem demonstrate the usefulness of our proposed approach.
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CP5
An Rnn Architecture With Dynamic Temporal Matching for Personalized Predictions of Parkinson’s Disease

Parkinson's disease (PD) is a chronic disease that develops over years and varies dramatically in its clinical manifestations. A preferred strategy to resolve this heterogeneity and thus enable better prognosis and targeted therapies is to segment out more homogeneous patient subpopulations. However, it is challenging to evaluate the clinical similarities among patients because of the longitudinality and temporality of their records. To address this issue, we propose a deep model that directly learns patient similarity from longitudinal and multi-modal patient records with an Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) archi-
tecture, which learns the similarity between two longitudinal patient record sequences through dynamically matching temporal patterns in patient sequences. Evaluations on real-world patient records demonstrate the promising utility and efficacy of the proposed architecture in personalized predictions.
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CP5  
Unified and Contrasting Graphical Lasso for Brain Network Discovery

The analysis of brain imaging data has attracted much attention recently. A popular analysis is to discover a network representation of brain from the neuroimaging data, where each node denotes a brain region and each edge represents a functional association or structural connection between two brain regions. Motivated by the multi-subject and multi-collection settings in neuroimaging studies, in this paper, we consider brain network discovery under two novel settings: 1) unified setting: Given a collection of subjects, discover a single network that is good for all subjects. 2) contrasting setting: Given two collections of subjects, discover a single network that best discriminates two collections. We show that the existing formulation of graphical Lasso (GLasso) cannot address above problems properly. Two novel models, UGLasso (Unified Graphical Lasso) and CGLasso (Contrasting Graphical Lasso), are proposed to address these two problems respectively. We evaluate our methods on synthetic data and two real-world functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) datasets. Empirical results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
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CP6  
A Method to Accelerate Human in the Loop Clustering

Abstract not available at time of publication.
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CP6
Uncovering Group Level Insights with Accordant Clustering

Clustering is a widely-used data mining tool, which aims to discover partitions of similar items in data. We introduce a new clustering paradigm, accordant clustering, which enables the discovery of (predefined) group level insights. Unlike previous clustering paradigms that aim to understand relationships amongst the individual members, the goal of accordant clustering is to uncover insights at the group level through the analysis of their members. Group level insight can often support a call to action that cannot be informed through previous clustering techniques. We propose the first accordant clustering algorithm, and prove that it finds near-optimal solutions when data possesses inherent cluster structure. The insights revealed by accordant clusterings enabled experts in the field of medicine to isolate successful treatments for a neurodegenerative disease, and those in finance to discover patterns of unnecessary spending.
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CP6
Active Positive-Definite Matrix Completion

In many applications, e.g., recommender systems and biological data analysis, the datasets of interest are positive definite (PD) matrices. Such matrices are usually similarity matrices, obtained by the multiplication of a matrix of preferences or observations with its transpose. Often, such real-world matrices are missing many entries and a fundamental data-analysis task, known by the term PD-matrix completion, is the inference of these missing entries. In this paper, we introduce the active version of PD-matrix completion, in which we assume access to an oracle that, at a given cost, returns the value of an unobserved entry of the PD matrix. In this setting, we consider the following question: given a fixed budget, which entries should we query so that the completion of the new matrix is much more indicative of the underlying data? The main contribution of the paper is the formalization of the above question as the ActivePDCompletion problem and the design of novel and effective algorithms for solving it in practice.
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CP6
Targeted Matrix Completion

Matrix completion is a problem that arises in many data-analysis settings where the input consists of a partially-observed matrix (e.g., recommender systems, traffic matrix analysis etc.). Classical approaches to matrix completion assume that the input partially-observed matrix is low rank. The success of these methods depends on the number of observed entries and the rank of the matrix; the larger the rank, the more entries need to be observed in order to accurately complete the matrix. In this paper, we deal with matrices that are not necessarily low rank themselves, but rather they contain low-rank submatrices. We propose Targeted, which is a general framework for completing such matrices. In this framework, we first extract the low-rank submatrices and then apply a matrix-completion algorithm to these low-rank submatrices as well as the remainder matrix separately. Although for the completion itself we use state-of-art completion methods, our results demonstrate that Targeted achieves significantly smaller other classical matrix-completion methods. One of the key technical contributions of the paper lies in the identification of the low-rank submatrices from the input partially-observed matrices.
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CP6
Model-Based Von Mises-Fisher Co-Clustering with a Conscience

Co-clustering has proven effective to deal with high dimensional sparse data, such as document-term matrices encountered in text mining. Apart from being high dimensional and sparse, the data sets from the aforementioned domain are also directional in nature. Most existing co-clustering approaches are, however, based on popular modeling assumptions, such as Gaussian or Multinomial, which are inadequate for directional data. Moreover, it is well known that, due to high dimensionality and sparsity, co-clustering approaches, like one-sided clustering methods, tend to generate highly skewed solutions with very unbalanced or even empty clusters, especially when the number of required clusters is large. In this paper, we rely on the recently proposed block von Mises-Fisher mixture model (dbmovMFs), which constitutes a general framework for co-clustering directional data distributed on the surface of a unit hypersphere, i.e., $L_2$ normalized data. In order to overcome the above difficulties, we propose to modify dbmovMFs in a principled way by introducing a conscience mechanism which discourages bad local solutions having empty or very small/large clusters. This gives rise to a new scalable co-clustering algorithm which is guaranteed to increase monotonically a spherical k-means like criterion by intertwining row and column clusterings at each step. Moreover, empirical results, on several real-world datasets, provide strong support for the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Aghiles Salah
A Dual-Tree Algorithm for Fast $k$-Means Clustering With Large $k$

$k$-means is a widely used clustering algorithm, but for $k$ clusters and a dataset size of $N$, each iteration of Lloyd's algorithm costs $O(kN)$ time. This is problematic because increasingly, applications of $k$-means involve both large $N$ and large $k$, and there are no accelerated variants that handle this situation. To this end, we propose a dual-tree algorithm that gives the exact same results as standard $k$-means; when using cover trees, we bound the single-iteration runtime of the algorithm as $O(N + k \log k)$, under some assumptions. To our knowledge these are the first sub-$O(kN)$ bounds for exact Lloyd iterations. The algorithm performs competitively in practice, especially for large $N$ and $k$ in low dimensions. Further, the algorithm is tree-independent, so any type of tree may be used.
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Specious Rules: An Efficient and Effective Unifying Method for Removing Misleading and Uninformative Patterns in Association Rule Mining

Abstract not available at time of publication.
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A Sparse Nonlinear Classifier Design Using Auc Optimization

AUC (Area under the ROC curve) is an important performance measure for applications where the data is highly imbalanced. Efficient AUC optimization is a challenging research problem as the objective function is non-decomposable and non-continuous. Using a max-margin based surrogate loss function, AUC optimization problem can be approximated as a pairwise RankSVM learning problem. Batch learning algorithms for solving the kernelized version of this problem suffer from scalability issues. Therefore, recent years have witnessed an increased interest in the development of online or single-pass algorithms that design a nonlinear classifier by maximizing the AUC performance by greedily adding the required number of basis functions into the classifier model. The resulting sparse classifier performs faster inference and its AUC performance is comparable with that of the classifier designed using batch mode. Our experimental results show that the level of sparsity achievable can be an order of magnitude larger than that achieved by the Kernel RankSVM model.
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Multi-Core K-Means

Today's microprocessors consist of multiple cores each of which can perform multiple additions, multiplications, or other operations simultaneously in one clock cycle. To maximize performance, two types of parallelism must be applied in a data mining algorithm: MIMD (Multiple Instruction Multiple Data) where different CPU cores execute different code and follow different threads of control, and SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) where operations like if-then: we propose to code cluster IDs and distances in joint variables to perform the argmin operation between main memory, cache, and registers. For SIMD parallelism it is also essential to avoid branching operations like if-then: we propose to code cluster IDs and distances in joint variables to perform the argmin operation SIMD-parallel and without any branching. Our experiments demonstrate a speed-up which is almost linear in the number of cores. On a pair of shared-memory quad-core processors, MKM is between 95 and 140 times faster than non-parallel K-means, 4-6 times faster than auto-vectorized fully parallel standard K-means, and 2.1 times faster than K-means based on BLAS.
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Indexing and Classifying Gigabytes of Time Series
under Time Warping

Time series classification maps time series to labels. The nearest neighbour algorithm (NN) using the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) similarity measure is a leading algorithm for this task. NN compares each time series to be classified to every time series in the training database. With a training database of \( N \) time series of lengths \( L \), each classification requires \( \Omega(N \cdot L^2) \) computations. The databases used in almost all prior research have been relatively small (with less than 10,000 samples) and much of the research has focused on making DTW’s complexity linear with \( L \), leading to a runtime complexity of \( O(N \cdot L) \). As we demonstrate with an example in remote sensing, real-world time series databases are now reaching the million-to-billion scale. This wealth of training data brings the promise of higher accuracy, but raises a significant challenge because \( N \) is becoming the limiting factor. As DTW is not a metric, indexing objects induced by its space is extremely challenging. We tackle this task in this paper. We develop TSI, a novel algorithm for Time Series Indexing which combines a hierarchy of K-means clustering with DTW-based lower-bounding. We show that, on large databases, TSI makes it possible to classify time series orders of magnitude faster than the state of the art.
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CP8
Subnetworks Mining with Spatial and Temporal Smoothness

For many real-world applications, data is represented in the form of networks with dynamic structures and attributes. The dynamic changes not only happen locally at nodes/edges of the network but manifest as coordinated changes over subnetworks, thus forming network processes. The need to understand what these local network processes are, how they evolve and consequently impact the global network states has become increasingly important. In this paper, we explore these questions and design a novel multinomial logistic regression algorithm for mining a succinct set of subnetworks that are predictive of the progression of global network states. We characterize each global state of networks by a parameterized function whose coefficients are learnt subject to both spatial and temporal network constraints. The \( L_1 \) norm is further imposed to remove irrelevant edges that have little or no impact on global network states, and we prove that the combined objective function is convex, thus can be efficiently solved via steepest gradient descent. Extensive experimental analysis on both synthetic and real work datasets demonstrates the effectiveness of our algorithm against competing methods, not only in the prediction accuracy but also in terms of domain relevance of the discovered brain subnetworks.
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CP8
Sensitivity of Community Structure to Network Uncertainty

Community detection constitutes an important task for investigating the internal structure of networks, with a plethora of applications in a wide range of disciplines. A particularly important point, which is rarely taken into account while developing community detection algorithms, is their sensitivity (or stability) to network uncertainty. In
CP8

Signed Network Embedding in Social Media

Network embedding is to learn low-dimensional vector representations for nodes of a given social network, facilitating many tasks in social network analysis such as link prediction. The vast majority of existing embedding algorithms are designed for unsigned social networks or social networks with only positive links. However, networks in social media could have both positive and negative links, and little work exists for signed social networks. From recent findings of signed network analysis, it is evident that negative links have distinct properties and added value besides positive links, which brings about both challenges and opportunities for signed network embedding. In this paper, we propose a deep learning framework SiNE for signed network embedding. The framework optimizes an objective function guided by social theories that provide a fundamental understanding of signed social networks. Experimental results on two real-world datasets of social media demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework SiNE.
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CP8

MeiKe: Influence-Based Communities in Networks

Given a social network, how to find communities of nodes based on their diffusive characteristics? There exist two important types of nodes, for information propagation: nodes that are influential (‘kernel nodes’), and nodes that serve as ‘bridges’ to boost the diffusion (‘media nodes’). How to find these nodes and uncover connections between them? In addition, it is also important to discover the hidden community structure of these nodes, which can help study their interactions, predict links and also understand the information flow in such networks. In this paper, we give an intuitive and novel optimization-based formulation for this task, which aims to discover media nodes as well as community structures of kernel nodes. We prove our task is computationally challenging, and develop an effective and practical algorithm MEIKE (pronounced as ‘Mike’). It first obtains media nodes via a new successive summarization based approach, and then finds kernel nodes including their community structures. Experimental results show that MEIKE finds high-quality media and kernel communities which match our expectations and ground-truth (sometimes outperforming non-trivial baselines by 40% in F1-score). Our case studies also demonstrate the applicability of MEIKE on a variety of datasets.
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CP9

HBGG: a Hierarchical Bayesian Geographical Model for Group Recommendation

Location-based social networks such as Foursquare and Plancast have gained increasing popularity. On those sites, users can organize and participate in group activities; hence, recommending venues to a group is of practical importance. In this paper, we study the problem of recommending venues to groups of users and propose a Hierarchical Bayesian Model (HBGG) for this purpose. First, a generative group geographical topic model (GG) which exploits group membership, group mobility regions and group preferences is proposed. And we integrate social structure into one-class collaborative filtering as social-based collaborative filtering (SOCF) to leverage social wisdom. Through the shared latent group features, HBGG connects the group geographical model with SOCF framework for group recommendation. Experimental results on two real datasets show that our methods outperforms the state-of-the-art group recommenders, especially on cold-start user groups.
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CP9

Redundancies in Data and Their Effect on the Evaluation of Recommendation Systems: A Case Study
on the Amazon Reviews Datasets

A collection of datasets crawled from Amazon, 'Amazon reviews', is popular in the evaluation of recommendation systems. These datasets, however, contain redundancies (duplicated recommendations for variants of certain items). These redundancies went unnoticed in earlier use of these datasets and thus incurred to a certain extent wrong conclusions in the evaluation of algorithms tested on these datasets. We analyze the nature and amount of these redundancies and their impact in the evaluation of recommendation methods. While the general and obvious conclusion is that redundancies should be avoided and datasets should be carefully preprocessed, we observe more specifically that their impact can be different for different methods. With this work, we also want to raise the awareness of the importance of data quality, model understanding, and appropriate evaluation.
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CP9  
Price Recommendation on Vacation Rental Websites  
Abstract not available at time of publication.
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CP9  
Selection of Negative Samples for One-Class Matrix Factorization  

Many recommender systems have only implicit user feedback. The two possible ratings are positive and negative, but only part of positive entries are observed. One-class matrix factorization (MF) is a popular approach for such scenarios by treating some missing entries as negative. Two major ways to select negative entries are by sub-sampling a set with similar size to that of observed positive entries or by including all missing entries as negative. They are referred to as ‘subsampling’ and ‘full’ approaches in this work, respectively. Currently detailed comparisons between these two selection schemes on large-scale data are still lacking. One important reason is that the ‘full’ approach leads to a hard optimization problem after treating all missing entries as negative. In this paper, we successfully develop efficient optimization techniques to solve this challenging problem so that the ‘full’ approach becomes practically viable. We then compare in detail the two approaches ‘subsampling’ and ‘full’ for selecting negative entries. Results show that the ‘full’ approach of including much more missing entries as negative yields better results.
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CP9  
Collaborative User Network Embedding for Social Recommender Systems  

To address the issue of data sparsity and cold-start in recommender system, social information (e.g. user-user trust links) has been introduced to complement rating data for improving the performances of traditional model-based recommendation techniques such as matrix factorization (MF) and Bayesian personalized ranking (BPR). Although effective, the utilization of the explicit user-user relationships extracted directly from such social information has three main limitations. First, it is difficult to obtain explicit and reliable social links. Only a small portion of users indicate explicitly their trusted friends in recommender systems. Second, the ‘cold-start’ users are ‘cold’ not only on rating but also on socializing. There is no significant amount of explicit social information that can be useful for ‘cold-start’ users. Third, an active user can be socially connected with others who have different taste/preference. Direct usage of explicit social links may mislead recommendation. To address these issues, we propose to extract implicit and reliable social information from user feedbacks and identify top-k semantic friends for each user. We incorporate the top-k semantic friends information into MF and BPR frameworks to solve the problems of ratings prediction and items ranking, respectively. The experimental results on three real-world datasets show that our methods achieve better results than the state-of-the-art MF with explicit social links and social BPR.
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Condensing Temporal Networks Using Propagation

Modern networks are very large in size and also evolve with time. As their size grows, the complexity of performing network analysis grows as well. Getting a smaller representation of a temporal network with similar properties will help in various data mining tasks. In this paper, we study the novel problem of getting a smaller diffusion-equivalent representation of a set of time-evolving networks. We first formulate a well-founded and general temporal-network condensation problem based on the so-called system-matrix of the network. We then propose NetCondense, a scalable and effective algorithm which solves this problem using careful transformations in sub-quadratic running time, and linear space complexities. Our extensive experiments show that we can reduce the size of large real temporal networks (from multiple domains such as social, co-authorship and email) significantly without much loss of information. We also show the wide-applicability of NetCondense by leveraging it for several tasks: for example, we use it to understand, explore and visualize the original datasets and to also speed-up algorithms for the influence-maximization problem on temporal networks.
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Ranking in Heterogeneous Networks with Geo-Location Information

Entity ranking by importance or authority through relational information is an important problem in network science. Most existing work addresses the problem for homogeneous networks. With the emergence of richer networks, with various types of entities and meta-data, it becomes essential to build models that can leverage all available data in a meaningful way. In this work, we consider the ranking problem in heterogeneous information networks (HIN) with side information. Specifically, we introduce a new model called HINside that has two key properties: (i) it explicitly represents the interactions (i.e., authority transfer rates or ATR) between different types of nodes, and (ii) it carefully incorporates the geo-location information of the entities to account for the distance and the competition between them. Besides an intuitive local formula, our model has a matrix form for which we derive a closed-form solution. Thanks to its closed form, HINside lends itself to be used within various learning-to-rank objectives, for the estimation of its parameters (the ATR) provided training data. We formulate two kinds of objective functions for parameter learning with efficient estimation procedures. We validate the effectiveness of our proposed model and the learning procedures on samples from two real-world graphs, where we show the advantages of HINside over popular existing models, including PageRank and degree centrality.
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Graph-Based Semi-Supervised Learning for Relational Networks

We address the problem of semi-supervised learning in relational networks, networks in which nodes are entities and links are the relationships or interactions between them. Typically this problem is confounded with the problem of graph-based semi-supervised learning (GSSL), because both problems represent the data as a graph and predict the missing class labels of nodes. However, not all graphs are created equally. In GSSL a graph is constructed, often from independent data, based on similarity. As such, edges tend to connect instances with the same class label. Relational networks, however, can be more heterogeneous and edges do not always indicate similarity. For instance, instead of links tending to connect nodes with the same class label, they may tend to connect nodes with different class labels (link-heterogeneity). Or having the same class label might not imply the same type of connectivity across the whole network (class-heterogeneity). Performing classification in networks with different types of heterogeneity is a hard problem that is made harder still by the fact we do not know a-priori the type or level of heterogeneity. In this
work we present two scalable approaches for graph-based semi-supervised learning for the more general case of relational networks. Our methods perform well on a diverse set of networks and do so without prior knowledge of how classes interact.
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CP10
Community-Aware Network Sparsification

Network sparsification aims to reduce the number of edges of a network while maintaining its structural properties; such properties include shortest paths, cuts, spectral measures, or network modularity. Sparsification has multiple applications, such as, speeding up graph-mining algorithms, graph visualization, as well as identifying the important network edges. In this paper we consider a novel formulation of the network-sparsification problem. In addition to the network, we also consider as input a set of communities. The goal is to sparsify the network so as to preserve the network structure with respect to the given communities. We introduce two variants of the community-aware sparsification problem, leading to sparsifiers that satisfy different connectedness community properties. From the technical point of view, we prove hardness results and devise effective approximation algorithms. Our experimental results on a large collection of datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithms.
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CP11
A Graduated Non-Convexity Relaxation for Large Scale Seriation

In this work we propose a highly scalable algorithm for solving the combinatorial data analysis problem of seriation. Seriation is a technique for optimizing a permutation of data instances, with respect to some proximity measure such that nearby instances in the linear arrangement are more similar. One consistent objective function for seriation is the 2-SUM minimization problem, which uses the 2-norm between instance locations to penalize non-zero similarity values, and can be written as a quadratic function of the permutation vector. Recently, two convex relaxations of the 2-SUM problem have been proposed, which can be solved as constrained quadratic programs using interior point methods; however, the interior point solvers become expensive when the problem size increases. In this paper we present a graduated non-convexity method for vector-based relaxations of the 2-SUM that yields better approximate solutions and scales to very large problem sizes. We conduct a number of experiments on real and synthetic datasets. The experimental results demonstrate that our proposed algorithm outperforms other approaches that solve the 2-SUM, and is the only competitive approach that can scale to large problem sizes.
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CP11
Outlier Detection for Text Data

The problem of outlier detection is extremely challenging in many domains such as text, in which the attribute values are typically non-negative, and most values are zero. In such cases, it often becomes difficult to separate the outliers from the natural variations in the patterns in the underlying data. In this paper, we present a matrix factorization method, which is naturally able to distinguish the anomalies with the use of low rank approximations of the underlying data. Our iterative algorithm TONMF is based on Block Coordinate Descent (BCD) framework. Our approach has significant advantages over traditional methods for text outlier detection. Finally, we present experimental results illustrating the effectiveness of our method over competing methods.
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CP11
Exploring Latent Semantic Factors to Find Useful Product Reviews

Online reviews provided by consumers are a valuable asset for e-Commerce platforms, influencing potential consumers in making purchasing decisions. However, these reviews are of varying quality, with the useful ones buried deep within a heap of non-informative reviews. In this work, we attempt to automatically identify review quality in terms of its helpfulness to the end consumers. In contrast to previ-
ous works in this domain exploiting a variety of syntactic and community-level features, we delve deep into the semantics of reviews as to what makes them useful, providing interpretable explanation for the same. We identify a set of consistency and semantic factors, all from the text, ratings, and timestamps of user-generated reviews, making our approach generalizable across all communities and domains. We explore review semantics in terms of several latent factors like the expertise of its author, his judgment about the fine-grained facets of the underlying product, and his writing style. These are cast into a Hidden Markov Model – Latent Dirichlet Allocation (HMM-LDA) based model to jointly infer: (i) reviewer expertise, (ii) item facets, and (iii) review helpfulfulness. Large-scale experiments on five real-world datasets from Amazon show significant improvement over state-of-the-art baselines in predicting and ranking useful reviews.
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CP11
User-Guided Cross-Domain Sentiment Classification

Sentiment analysis has been studied for decades, and it is widely used in many real applications such as media monitoring. In sentiment analysis, when addressing the problem of limited labeled data from the target domain, transfer learning, or domain adaptation, has been successfully applied, which borrows information from a relevant source domain with abundant labeled data to improve the prediction performance in the target domain. The key to transfer learning is how to model the relatedness among different domains. For sentiment analysis, a common practice is to assume similar sentiment polarity for the common keywords shared by different domains. However, existing methods largely overlooked the human factor, i.e., the users who expressed such sentiment. In this paper, we address this problem by explicitly modeling the human factor related to sentiment classification. In particular, we assume that the content generated by the same user across different domains is biased in the same way in terms of the sentiment polarity. To this end, we propose a new graph-based approach named U-Cross, which models the relatedness of different domains via both the shared users and keywords. It is non-parametric and semi-supervised in nature. Furthermore, these models constrain the search for biclusters in such a way that every cell in the matrix must participate in some bicluster. We attempt to alleviate these limitations using dual topic models. First of all, we develop a generalized LDA topic model that extracts dual topics, i.e., topics in opposite directions – row- and column-topics. To obtain better topics, it applies mutual reinforcement, i.e., considering column-topics while constructing row-topics, and vice versa. Heavy biclusters, the high co-occurred relationship, are extracted using thresholds. We show that our model Dual Topic to Biclusters (DT2B) is effective in extracting heavy biclusters by experimenting over a simulated data, a text corpus and a microarray gene expression data.
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CP12
Correlation by Compression

Discovering correlated variables is one of the core problems in data analysis. Many measures for correlation have been proposed, yet it is surprisingly ill-defined in general. That is, most, if not all, measures make very strong assumptions on the data distribution or type of dependency they can detect. In this work, we provide a general theory on correlation, without making any such assumptions. Simply put, we propose correlation by compression. To this end, we propose two correlation measures based on solid information theoretic foundations, i.e. Kolmogorov complexity. The proposed correlation measures possess interesting properties desirable for any sensible correlation measure. However, Kolmogorov complexity is not computable, and hence we propose practical and computable instantiations based on the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle. In practice, we can apply the proposed measures on any type of data by instantiating them with any lossless real-world compressors that reward pairwise dependencies. Extensive experiments show that the correlation measures works well in practice, have high statistical power, and find meaningful correlations on binary data, while they are easily extendible to other data types.
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Embedded Supervised Feature Selection for Multi-Class Data

Supervised multi-class learning arises in many application domains such as biology, computer vision, social network analysis, and information retrieval. These applications often involve high-dimensional data, which not only significantly increase the time and space requirement of the underlying algorithms but also degrade their performance due to the curse of dimensionality. Feature selection has been proven effective and efficient for preparing high-dimensional data for many learning tasks. Traditional feature selection algorithms for multi-class data assume the independence of label categories and select features with the capability to distinguish samples from different classes. However, class labels in multi-class data may be correlated and little work exists for exploiting label correlation in multi-class feature selection. In this paper, we investigate label correlation in feature selection for multi-class data. In particular, we provide a principled approach for capturing label correlation and propose an Embedded Supervised Feature Selection (ESFS) framework, which embeds label correlation modeling in supervised feature selection for multi-class data. Experiments on both synthetic data and various types of public benchmark datasets show that the proposed framework effectively captures the multi-class label correlation and significantly outperforms existing state-of-the-art baseline methods.
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CP12
A Deflation Method for Structured Probabilistic PCA

Modern treatments of structured PCA often focus on the estimation of a single component under various assumptions or priors, such as sparsity and smoothness, and then the procedure is extended to multiple components by sequential estimation interleaved with deflation. While prior work has highlighted the importance of proper deflation for ensuring the quality of the estimated components, to our knowledge, proposed techniques have only been developed and applied to non-probabilistic PCA, and are not trivially extended to probabilistic analyses. This work introduces a novel and efficient deflation method for Probabilistic PCA using tools recently developed for constrained probabilistic estimation via information projection. The components estimated using the proposed deflation regain some of the interpretability of classic PCA such as straightforward estimates of variance explained, while retaining the ability to incorporate rich prior structure. Moreover, sequential estimation allows for scaling probabilistic techniques to be at par with their deterministic counterparts. Experimental results on simulated data demonstrate the utility of the proposed deflation in terms of component recovery, and evaluation on neuroimaging data show both qualitative and quantitative improvements in the quality of the estimated components. We also present timing experiments on real data to illustrate the importance of sequential estimation with proper deflation for scalability.
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Roflmao: Robust Oblique Forests with Linear Matrix Operations

Random Forests (RF) remains one of the most widely used general purpose classification methods. Two recent large-scale empirical studies demonstrated it to be the best overall classification method among a variety of methods evaluated. One of its main limitations, however, is that it is restricted to making only axis-aligned recursive partitions of the feature space. Consequently, RF is particularly sensitive to the orientation of the data. Several studies have proposed “oblique” decision forest methods to address this limitation. However, these methods either have a time and space complexity significantly greater than RF, are sensitive to unit and scale, or empirically do not perform as well as RF on real data. One promising oblique method that was proposed alongside the canonical RF method, called Forest-RC (F-RC), has not received as much attention by the community. Despite it being just as old as RF, virtually no studies exist investigating its theoretical or empirical performance. In this work, we demonstrate that F-RC empirically outperforms RF and another recently proposed oblique method called Random Rotation Random Forest on a large number of datasets, while approximately maintaining the same computational complexity. Furthermore, a variant of F-RC which rank transforms the data prior to learning is especially invariant to affine transformations and robust to data corruption.
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CP12
Exploiting Hierarchical Structures for Unsupervised Feature Selection

Feature selection has been proven to be effective and efficient in preparing high-dimensional data for many mining and learning tasks. Features of real-world high-dimensional data such as words of documents, pixels of images and genes of microarray data, usually present inherent hierarchical structures. In a hierarchical structure, features could
share certain properties. Such information has been exploited to help supervised feature selection but it is rarely investigated for unsupervised feature selection, which is challenging due to the lack of labels. Since real world data is often unlabeled, it is of practical importance to study the problem of feature selection with hierarchical structures in an unsupervised setting. In particular, we provide a principled method to exploit hierarchical structures of features and propose a novel framework HUFs, which utilizes the given hierarchical structures to help select features without labels. Experimental study on real-world datasets is conducted to assess the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
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CP13

BreachRadar: Automatic Detection of Points-of-Compromise

Bank transaction fraud results in over $13B annual losses for banks, merchants, and card holders worldwide. Much of this fraud starts with a Point-of-Compromise (a data breach or a “skimming” operation) where credit and debit card digital information is stolen, resold, and later used to perform fraud. We introduce this problem and present an automatic Points-of-Compromise (POC) detection procedure. BreachRadar is a distributed alternating algorithm that assigns a probability of being compromised to the different possible locations. We implement this method using Apache Spark and show its linear scalability in the number of machines and transactions. BreachRadar is applied to two datasets with billions of real transaction records and fraud labels where we provide multiple examples of real Points-of-Compromise we are able to detect. We further show the effectiveness of our method when injecting Points-of-Compromise in one of these datasets, simultaneously achieving over 90% precision and recall when only 10% of the cards have been victims of fraud.
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CP13

Identifying Deep Contrasting Networks from Time Series Data: Application to Brain Network Analysis

The analysis of multiple time series data, which are generated from a networked system, has attracted much attention recently. This technique has been used in a wide range of applications including functional brain network analysis of neuroimaging data and social influence analysis. In functional brain network analysis, the activity of different brain regions can be represented as multiple time series. An important task in the analysis is to identify the latent network from the observed time series data. In this network, the edges (functional connectivity) capture the correlation between different time series (brain regions). Conventional network extraction approaches usually focus on capturing the connectivity through linear measures under unsupervised settings. In this paper, we study the problem of identifying deep nonlinear connections under group-contrasting settings, where we have two groups of time series samples, and the goal is to identify nonlinear connections that are discriminative across the two groups. We propose a method called GCC (Graph Construction CNN) which is based on deep convolutional neural networks. The CNN in our model learns a nonlinear edge-weighting function to assign discriminative values to the edges of a network. Experiments on a real-world ADHD dataset show the effectiveness of the proposed method. We also demonstrate the extensibility of our proposed framework by combining it with an autoencoder.
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CP13

Cumulative Knowledge-based Regression Models for Next-term Grade Prediction

Grade prediction for courses not yet taken by students is important so as to guide them while registering for next-term courses. Moreover, it can help their advisers for designing personalized degree plans and modifying them based on the students’ performance. In this paper, we present cumulative knowledge-based regression models with different course-knowledge spaces for the task of next-term grade prediction. These models utilize historical student-course grade data as well as the information available about the courses that capture the relationships between courses in terms of the knowledge components provided by them. Our experiments on a large dataset obtained from the College of Science and Engineering at University of Minnesota show that our proposed methods achieve better performance than competing methods and that these performance gains are statistically significant.
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Hidden: Hierarchical Dense Subgraph Detection
with Application to Financial Fraud Detection

Dense subgraphs are fundamental patterns in graphs, and dense subgraph detection is often the key step of numerous graph mining applications. Most of the existing methods aim to find a single subgraph with a high density. However, dense subgraphs at different granularities could reveal more intriguing patterns in the underlying graph. In this paper, we propose to hierarchically detect dense subgraphs. The key idea of our method (HiDDen) is to envision the density of subgraphs as a relative measure to its background (i.e., the subgraph at the coarse granularity). Given that the hierarchical dense subgraph detection problem is essentially a nonconvex quadratic programming problem, we propose effective and efficient alternative projected gradient based algorithms to solve it. The experimental evaluations on real graphs demonstrate that (1) our proposed algorithms find subgraphs with an up to 40% higher density in almost every hierarchy; (2) the densities of different hierarchies exhibit a desirable variety across different granularities; (3) our projected gradient descent based algorithm scales linearly w.r.t the number of edges of the input graph; and (4) our methods are able to reveal interesting patterns in the underlying graphs (e.g., synthetic ID in financial fraud detection).
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CP13
Uplift Modeling with Multiple Treatments and General Response Types

Randomized experiments have been used to assist decision-making in many areas. They help people select the optimal treatment for the test population with certain statistical guarantee. However, subjects can show significant heterogeneity in response to treatments. The problem of customizing treatment assignment based on subject characteristics is known as uplift modeling, differential response analysis, or personalized treatment learning in literature. A key feature for uplift modeling is that the data is unlabeled. It is impossible to know whether the chosen treatment is optimal for an individual subject because response under alternative treatments is unobserved. This presents a challenge to both the training and the evaluation of uplift models. In this paper we describe how to obtain an unbiased estimate of the key performance metric of an uplift model, the expected response. We present a new uplift algorithm which creates a forest of randomized trees. The algorithm apply to arbitrary number of treatments and general response types. Experimental results on synthetic data and industry-provided data show that our algorithm leads to significant performance improvement over other applicable methods.
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CP13
MultiC^2: An Optimization Framework for Learning from Task and Worker Dual Heterogeneity

Nowadays, crowdsourcing has been commonly used to enlist label information both effectively and efficiently. One major challenge in crowdsourcing is the diverse worker quality, which determines the accuracy of the label information provided by such workers. Motivated by the observation that in many crowdsourcing platforms, the same set of workers typically work on the same set of tasks, we propose to model the diverse worker quality by studying their behaviors across multiple related tasks. To this end, we propose an optimization framework named MultiC^2 for learning from task and worker dual heterogeneity. It uses a weight tensor to represent the workers’ behaviors across multiple tasks, and seeks to find the optimal solution of the tensor by exploiting its structured information. We then propose an iterative algorithm to solve the optimization framework and analyze its computational complexity. To infer the true label of an example, we construct a worker ensemble based on the estimated tensor, whose decisions will be weighted using a set of entropy weight. Finally, we test the performance of MultiC^2 on various data sets, and demonstrate its superiority over state-of-the-art crowdsourcing techniques.
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CP14
Near-Optimal and Practical Algorithms for Graph Scan Statistics

Scan statistics have become a popular approach used for detecting “hotspots” and “anomalies” in spatio-temporal and network data. This methodology involves maximizing a score function over all connected subgraphs and are NP-hard in general. A number of heuristics have been proposed for these problems, but they do not provide any quality guarantees. In this paper, we develop a unified framework for designing algorithms for optimizing a large class of parametric and non-parametric scan statistics for networks, subject to connectivity constraints. Our algorithms run in time that scales linearly on the size of the graph and depends on a parameter we call the “effective solution size”, while providing rigorous approximation guarantees. In contrast, most prior methods have super-linear running times in terms of graph size. Extensive empirical evidence demonstrates the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed algorithms in comparison with state-of-the-art methods. Our proposed approach improves on the performance relative to all prior methods, giving up to over 25% increase in the score. Further, our algorithms scale to networks with up to a million nodes, which is 1-2 orders of
magnitude larger than all prior applications.
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CP14
Accelerated Attributed Network Embedding

Network embedding is to learn low-dimensional vector representations for nodes in a network. It has shown to be effective in a variety of tasks such as node classification and link prediction. While embedding algorithms on pure networks have been intensively studied, in many real-world applications, nodes are often accompanied with a rich set of attributes or features, aka attributed networks. It has been observed that network topological structure and node attributes are often strongly correlated with each other. Thus modeling and incorporating node attribute proximity into network embedding could be potentially helpful, though non-trivial, in learning better vector representations. Meanwhile, real-world networks often contain a large number of nodes and features, which put demands on the scalability of embedding algorithms. To bridge the gap, in this paper, we propose an accelerated attributed network embedding algorithm AANE, which enables the joint learning process to be done in a distributed manner by decomposing the complex modeling and optimization into many sub-problems. Experimental results on several real-world datasets demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
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CP14
Absenteeism Detection in Social Media

Event detection in online social media has primarily focused on identifying abnormal spikes, or bursts, in activity. However, disruptive events such as socio-economic disasters, civil unrest, and even power outages, often involve abnormal troughs or lack of activity, leading to absenteeism. We present the first study, to our knowledge, that models absenteeism and uses detected absenteeism instances as a basis for event detection in location-based social networks such as Twitter. The proposed framework addresses the challenges of (i) early detection of absenteeism, (ii) identifying the locus of the absenteeism, and (iii) identifying groups or communities underlying the absenteeism. Our approach uses the formalism of graph wavelets to represent the spatiotemporal structure of user activity in a location-based social network. This formalism facilitates multiscale analysis, enabling us to detect anomalous behavior at different graph resolutions, which in turn allows the identification of event locations and underlying groups. The effectiveness of our approach is evaluated using Twitter activity related to civil unrest events in Latin America.
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CP14
Multimodal Network Alignment

A multimodal network encodes relationships between the same set of nodes in multiple settings, and network alignment is a powerful tool for transferring information and insight between a pair of networks. We propose a method for multimodal network alignment that computes a matrix which indicates the alignment, but produces the result as a low-rank factorization directly. We then propose new methods to compute approximate maximum weight matchings of low-rank matrices to produce an alignment. We evaluate our approach by applying it on synthetic networks and use it to de-anonymize a multimodal transportation network.
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CP14
FACETS: Adaptive Local Exploration of Large Graphs

Visualization is a powerful paradigm for exploratory data analysis. Visualizing large graphs, however, often results in excessive edges crossings and overlapping nodes. We propose a new scalable approach called FACETS that helps users adaptively explore large million-node graphs from a local perspective, guiding them to focus on nodes and neighborhoods that are most subjectively interesting to users. We contribute novel ideas to measure this interest- ingness in terms of how surprising a neighborhood is given the background distribution, as well as how well it matches what the user has chosen to explore. FACETS uses Jensen-Shannon divergence over information-theoretically optimized histograms to calculate the subjective user interest and surprise scores. Participants in a user study found FACETS easy to use, easy to learn, and exciting to use. Empirical runtime analyses demonstrated FACETS’s practical scalability on large real-world graphs with up to 5 million edges, returning results in fewer than 1.5 seconds.
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However, when individuals are asked to contribute a ranking, they may be concerned that their personal preferences will be disclosed inappropriately to others. This acts as a disincentive to individuals to respond honestly in expressing their preferences and impedes data collection and data sharing. We address this problem by investigating rank aggregation under differential privacy, which requires that a released output (here, the aggregate ranking computed from individuals’ rankings) remain almost the same if any one individual’s ranking is removed from the input. We propose a number of differentially-private rank aggregation algorithms: two are inspired by non-private approximate rank aggregators from the existing literature; another uses a novel rejection sampling method to sample privately from a complex distribution. For all the methods we propose, we quantify, both theoretically and empirically, the ‘cost’ of privacy in terms of the quality of the rank aggregation computed.

Differentially Private Rank Aggregation
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CP14

Meta-Path Graphical Lasso for Learning Heterogeneous Connectivities

Sparse inverse covariance estimation has attracted lots of interests since it can recover the structure of the underlying Gaussian graphical model. This is a useful tool to demonstrate the connections among objects (nodes). Previous works on sparse inverse covariance estimation mainly focus on learning one single type of connections from the observed activities with a lasso, group lasso or tree-structure penalty. However, in many real-world applications, the observed activities on the nodes can be related to multiple types of connections. In this paper, we consider the problem of learning heterogeneous connectivities from the observed activities by incorporating meta paths extracted from a heterogeneous information network (HIN), an information network with multiple types of nodes and links, into the conventional graphical lasso framework. We aim at extracting the strongest type of relation between any pairs of entities and ignoring other minor relations. Specially, we introduce two novel kinds of constraints: meta path constraints and exclusive constraints, which ensure the unique type of relation among a pair of objects. This problem is highly challenging due to the non-convex optimization. We proposed a method based upon the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) to efficiently solve the problem. The conducted experiments on both synthetic and real-world datasets illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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CP15

Differentially Private Rank Aggregation

Given a collection of rankings of a set of items, rank aggregation seeks to compute a ranking that can serve as a single best representative of the collection. Rank aggregation is a well-studied problem and a number of effective algorithmic solutions have been proposed in the literature. However, when individuals are asked to contribute a rank-
their one-dimensional counterparts: they are informative and easy to interpret. Furthermore, we show that the problem of finding multivariate confidence intervals is hard, but provide efficient approximate algorithms to solve the problem.
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CP15
Statistical Learning Theory Approach for Data Classification with ℓ-Diversity

Corporations are retaining ever-larger corpuses of personal data; the frequency or breaches and corresponding privacy impact have been rising accordingly. One way to mitigate this risk is through use of anonymized data, limiting the exposure of individual data to only where it is absolutely needed. This would seem particularly appropriate for data mining, where the goal is generalizable knowledge rather than data on specific individuals. In practice, corporate data miners often insist on original data, for fear that they might ”miss something” with anonymized or differentially private approaches. This paper provides a theoretical justification for the use of anonymized data. Specifically, we show that a support vector classifier trained on anatomized data satisfying ℓ-diversity should be expected to do as well as on the original data. Anatomy preserves all data values, but introduces uncertainty in the mapping between identifying and sensitive values, thus satisfying ℓ-diversity. The theoretical effectiveness of the proposed approach is validated using several publicly available datasets, showing that we outperform the state of the art for support vector classification using training data protected by ℓ-anonymity, and are comparable to learning on the original data.
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Multi-Task Multiple Kernel Relationship Learning

This paper presents a novel multitask multiple kernel learning framework that efficiently learns the kernel weights leveraging the relationship across multiple tasks. The idea is to automatically infer this task relationship in the RKHS space corresponding to the given base kernels. The problem is formulated as a regularization-based approach called Multi-Task Multiple Kernel Relationship Learning (MK-MTRL), which models the task relationship matrix from the weights learned from latent feature spaces of task-specific base kernels. Unlike in previous work, the proposed formulation allows one to incorporate prior knowledge for simultaneously learning several related tasks. We propose an alternating minimization algorithm to learn the model parameters, kernel weights and task relationship matrix. In order to tackle large-scale problems, we further propose a two-stage MK-MTRL online learning algorithm and show that it significantly reduces the computational time, and also achieves performance comparable to that of the joint learning framework. Experimental results on benchmark datasets show that the proposed formulations outperform several state-of-the-art multitask learning methods.
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Abstract not available at time of publication.
data available in the Internet companies nowadays. Additional machines make computation less expensive, but inter-machine communication becomes prominent in the optimization process, and efficient optimization methods should reduce the amount of the communication in order to achieve shorter overall running time. In this work, we utilize the advantages of the recently proposed, theoretically fast-convergent common-directions method, but tackle its main drawback of excessive spatial and computational costs to propose a limited-memory algorithm. The result is an efficient, linear-convergent optimization method for parallel/distributed optimization. We further discuss how our method can exploit the problem structure to efficiently train regularized empirical risk minimization (ERM) models. Experimental results show that our method outperforms state-of-the-art distributed optimization methods for ERM problems.
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CP16
Sparse Graphical Modeling Via Stochastic Complexity

We consider a method for estimating a true sparse model over an exponentially large number of candidates. In view of the minimum description length principle, we propose a novel criterion derived by continuous relaxation of the stochastic complexity, together with an efficient algorithm for finding its optimizer. The experimental results on the problem of identifying sparse graphical models indicate that the proposed method consistently discovers underlying true models.
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CP16
Automatic Frankensteining: Creating Complex Ensembles Autonomously

Automating machine learning by providing techniques that autonomously find the best algorithm, hyperparameter configuration and preprocessing is helpful for both researchers and practitioners. Therefore, it is not surprising that automated machine learning has become a very interesting field of research. While current research is mainly focusing on finding good pairs of algorithms and hyperparameter configurations, we will present an approach that automates the process of creating a top performing ensemble of several layers, different algorithms and hyperparameter configurations. These kinds of ensembles are called jokingly Frankenstein ensembles and proved their benefit on versatile data sets in many machine learning challenges. We compare our approach Automatic Frankensteining with the current state of the art for automated machine learning on 80 different data sets and can show that it outperforms them on the majority using the same training time. Furthermore, we compare Automatic Frankensteining on a large scale data set to more than 3,500 machine learning expert teams and are able to outperform more than 3,000 of them within 12 CPU hours.
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CP16
A Fast Trust-Region Newton Method for Softmax Logistic Regression

With the emergence of big data, there has been a growing interest in optimization routines that lead to faster convergence of Logistic Regression (LR). Among many optimization methods such as Gradient Descent, Quasi-Newton, Conjugate Gradient, etc., the Trust-region based truncated Newton method (TRON) algorithm has been shown to converge the fastest. The TRON algorithm also forms an important component of the highly efficient and widely used liblinear package. It has been shown that the WANBIA-C trick of scaling with the log of the naive Bayes conditional probabilities can greatly accelerate the convergence of LR trained using (first-order) Gradient Descent and (approximate second-order) Quasi-Newton optimization. In this work we study the applicability of the WANBIA-C trick to TRON. We first devise a TRON algorithm optimizing the softmax objective function and then demonstrate that WANBIA-C style preconditioning can be beneficial for TRON, leading to an extremely fast (batch) LR algorithm. Second, we present a comparative analysis of one-vs-all LR and softmax LR in terms of the 0-1 Loss, Bias, Variance, RMSE, Log-Loss, Training and Classification time, and show that softmax LR leads to significantly better RMSE and Log-Loss. We evaluate our proposed approach on 51 benchmark datasets.
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CP17
Concept Drift Detection with Hierarchical Hypothesis Testing

Abstract not available at time of publication.
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Traffic forecasting is a vital part of intelligent transportation systems. However, traffic forecasting is challenging due to short-term (e.g., accidents, constructions) and long-term (e.g., peak-hour, seasonal, weather) impacts. While most previously proposed techniques focus on normal condition forecasting, a single framework for extreme condition traffic forecasting does not exist. In this paper, we propose to take a deep learning approach. We build a deep neural network based on long short term memory (LSTM) units. We apply the deep LSTM to forecast peak-hour traffic and manage to identify unique characteristics of the traffic data. We further improve the architecture for post-accident forecasting and propose the mixture deep LSTM model. Mixture deep LSTM simultaneously models the dynamic behavior of normal condition traffic patterns and automatically learns the representation of accidents. We evaluate our model on a real-world large-scale traffic dataset in Los Angeles to forecast traffic at both peak-hours and post-accidents. When trained end-to-end with suitable regularizations, our approach achieves the state-of-the-art performance, with 30-50% improvement over baselines. We also demonstrate a novel model inspection technique and obtain interesting observations from the trained neural network.
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CP17
CSTG: An Effective Framework for Cost-Sensitive Sparse Online Learning

Sparse online learning and cost-sensitive learning are two important areas of machine learning and data mining research. Each has been well studied with many interesting algorithms developed. However, very limited published work addresses the joint study of these two fields. In this paper, to tackle the high-dimensional data streams with skewed distributions, we introduce a framework of cost-sensitive sparse online learning. Our proposed framework is a substantial extension of the influential Truncated Gradient (TG) method by formulating a new convex optimization problem, where the two mutual restraint factors, misclassification cost and sparsity, can be simultaneously and favorably balanced. We theoretically analyze the regret and cost bounds of the proposed algorithm, and pinpoint its theoretical merit compared to the existing related approaches. Large-scale empirical comparisons to five baseline methods on eight real-world streaming datasets demonstrate the encouraging performance of the developed method. Algorithm implementation and datasets are available upon request.
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CP17
Deep Learning: A Generic Approach for Extreme Condition Traffic Forecasting

Traffic forecasting is a vital part of intelligent transportation systems. However, traffic forecasting is challenging due to short-term (e.g., accidents, constructions) and long-term (e.g., peak-hour, seasonal, weather) impacts. While most previously proposed techniques focus on normal condition forecasting, a single framework for extreme condition traffic forecasting does not exist. In this paper, we propose to take a deep learning approach. We build a deep neural network based on long short term memory (LSTM) units. We apply the deep LSTM to forecast peak-hour traffic and manage to identify unique characteristics of the traffic data. We further improve the architecture for post-accident forecasting and propose the mixture deep LSTM model. Mixture deep LSTM simultaneously models the dynamic behavior of normal condition traffic patterns and automatically learns the representation of accidents. We evaluate our model on a real-world large-scale traffic dataset in Los Angeles to forecast traffic at both peak-hours and post-accidents. When trained end-to-end with suitable regularizations, our approach achieves the state-of-the-art performance, with 30-50% improvement over baselines. We also demonstrate a novel model inspection technique and obtain interesting observations from the trained neural network.
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CP17
H-Fuse: Efficient Fusion of Aggregated Historical Data

In this paper, we address the challenge of recovering a time sequence of counts from aggregated historical data. For example, given a mixture of the monthly and weekly sums, how can we find the daily counts of people infected with flu? In general, what is the best way to recover historical counts from aggregated, possibly overlapping historical reports, in the presence of missing values? Equally importantly, how much should we trust this reconstruction? We propose H-Fuse, a novel method that solves above problems by allowing injection of domain knowledge in a principled way, and turning the task into a well-defined optimization problem. H-Fuse has the following desirable properties: (a) Effectiveness, recovering historical data from aggregated reports with high accuracy; (b) Self-awareness, providing an assessment of when the recovery is not reliable; (c) Scalability, computationally linear on the size of the input data. demonstrates that H-Fuse reconstructs the original data 30 – 81% better than the least squares method.
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of a manifold learned using Isomap. We further propose an efficient mapping algorithm, called S-Isomap, that can be used to map new samples onto the stable manifold. We describe experiments on a variety of data sets that show that the proposed approach is computationally efficient without sacrificing accuracy.
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CP18
Efficiently Summarising Event Sequences with Rich Interleaving Patterns

Discovering the key structure of a database is one of the main goals of data mining. In pattern set mining we do so by discovering a small set of patterns that together describe the data well. The richer the class of patterns we consider, and the more powerful our description language, the better we will be able to summarise the data. In this paper we propose Squish, a novel greedy MDL-based method for summarising sequential data using rich patterns that are allowed to interleave. Experiments show Squish is orders of magnitude faster than the state of the art, results in better models, as well as discovers meaningful semantics in the form patterns that identify multiple choices of values.
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CP18
Uncovering the Spatiotemporal Patterns of Collective Social Activity

Social media users and microbloggers post about a wide variety of (off-line) collective social activities as they participate in them, ranging from concerts and sporting events to political rallies and civil protests. In this context, people who take part in the same collective social activity often post closely related content from nearby locations at similar times, resulting in distinctive spatiotemporal patterns. Can we automatically detect these patterns and thus provide insights into the associated activities? In this paper, we propose a modeling framework for clustering streaming spatiotemporal data, the Spatial Dirichlet Hawkes Process (SDHP), which allows us to automatically uncover a wide variety of spatiotemporal patterns of collective social activity from geolocated online traces. Moreover, we develop an efficient, online inference algorithm based on Sequential Monte Carlo that scales to millions of geolocated posts. Experiments on synthetic data and real data gathered from Twitter show that our framework can recover a wide variety of meaningful social activity patterns in terms of both content and spatiotemporal dynamics, that it yields interesting insights about these patterns, and that it can be used to estimate the location from where a tweet was posted.
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CP18
Discovery of Causal Time Intervals

Abstract not available at time of publication.
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CP18
Robust Map Matching for Heterogeneous Data Via Dominance Decompositions

For a given sequence of location measurements, the goal of the geometric map matching problem is to compute a sequence of movements along edges of a spatially embedded graph which provides a ‘good explanation’ for the measurements. The problem gets challenging as real world data, like traces or graphs from the OpenStreetMap project, does not exhibit homogeneous data quality. Graph details and errors vary in areas and each trace has changing noise and precisions. Hence formalizing what a ‘good explanation’ is, becomes quite difficult. We propose a novel map matching approach which locally adapts to the data quality by constructing what we call dominance decompositions. While our approach is computationally more expensive than previous approaches, our experiments show that it allows for high quality map matching even in presence of highly variable data quality without parameter tuning.
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CP18
Discovering Bursts Revisited: Guaranteed Optimization of the Model Parameters

One of the classic data mining tasks is to discover bursts, time intervals, where events occur at abnormally high rate. In this paper we revisit Kleinberg’s seminal work, where bursts are discovered by using exponential distribution with a varying rate parameter: the regions where it is more advantageous to set the rate higher are deemed bursty. The model depends on two parameters, the initial rate and the change rate. The initial rate, that is, the rate that is used when there are no burstiness was set to the average rate over the whole sequence. The change rate is provided by the user. We argue that these choices are suboptimal: it leads to worse likelihood, and may lead to missing some existing bursts. We propose an alternative problem setting,
where the model parameters are selected by optimizing the likelihood of the model. While this tweak is trivial from the problem definition point of view, this changes the optimization problem greatly. To solve the problem in practice, we propose efficient \((1 + \epsilon)\) approximation schemes.

Finally, we demonstrate empirically that with this setting we are able to discover bursts that would have otherwise be undetected.
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